Beyond the Ivory Tower Symposium Findings, Monday

Guiding Questions
Successes
• Constant communication btw U and people on site; agreements are not top-down from DPS, but rather from school to school; flexible to overall needs but careful with requests that distort program or create liability; orientation @ front end for U students; curricular prep; onsite orientation • Applied for grant funding together; had regular meetings; small scale study (12 mothers) narrative counseling; seeking trends in stories • College advising corps • Great scholarship, but college-going information and support most valuable • Small non-profit; partnership with UM architecture school around place-making projects with local community groups (designing public spaces) • College advising program -co-supervision (supervisor on-site and at institution) • Memorandum of understanding signed by multiple parties across all levels • In St. Louis -ProUp organization had a meeting with higher education (colleges/universities) • A good model looks like:
○ Accountability ○ Clear lines of communication ○ Inclusion of community perspectives ○ Action steps and follow up (after engagement/partnership established)
• Semester in Detroit: Two interns last summer. They were amazing! Beneficial to having them placed in the city and working alongside non-profit • Technical assistance program -school of social work; have the relationships and the on the ground experience.
• Health care and care givers • Mutual benefit -core value. Fund student to do internships in community organizations that are under-resourced. Successful.
• Art and architecture tour of the main library. Need to do a community service project to graduate from the honors college at WSU • Teach community development in civic studies course from the practitioner perspective.
• Meetings with communities who have expressed need. East side community action network.
• East Scarborough Storefront partnership. It was successful b/c set up from the beginning well. Structure in place from all participants. Set initial expectations appropriately with partners, community and students. • 8 CBOs on URC committee→ works to foster other partnerships; facilitated additional 105 partnerships • Data generated and used by health department and mayor to testify against Marathon Oil. Data was collected and jointly generated with community, and able to be used by community in timely manner to address their priority issues.
• Organizations that wouldn't usually work together partnering and then incorporation of youth.
• Classroom projects with CBOs • A lot of people participating here [Detroit] with self-awareness about these issues, and offers hope for the right leadership to be available.
Failures
• Started projects without seeking input from community --communication is lacking • disconnect between decision-makers and community • Charter schools • failure of support and preparation in earlier years • bad actors in the academy and in non-profit world • "I" in conversation, not the "we"
• UM-school of public policy; using as research ground petri dish, but not creating sustainable change and/or partnerships • Met with professors, gave feedback, and none of the feedback was incorporated into the project • Disregarded the feedback • Big challenge that next steps not solidified or assigned task; a bit of attrition from original conversations; at the event outlined 2-3 months to schedule follow-up tasks and in-person meetings; continuous conversation and follow up • Universities assuming the communities don't have a lot of knowledge or good ideas; that they aren't savvy.
• Unconscious discrimination. Wanting to act on the research • Continuation was a failure -relied on one person leading, too much turnover of residents and students, no sustainability plan, didn't plan for year two and sustaining the program.
• See NIU project above • Gross Point War Memorial. Relationships change over time so that one relationship depends more on the other. Not equal reciprocity.
• Flint Water Crisis -lack of clearly defined roles. University trying to do outreach but role was unclear and really needed to set expectations. Community wanted more from the university than the university was expected to give. • A lot of students never knew about the nonprofit sector and this is an introduction to the field.
• Need to find a good match between the university of community needs • Need to be clear about expectations going in. Don't let the academic side drive the conversation.
• Creating partnerships from the ground up and taking the time to do that • Need to create institutional memory.
• Working with anchor institutions • Knowing who to talk to is key • Must be recognized that community possesses a wealth of knowledge • Theory on the ground looks very different than what you learn in the classroom • We should pay community members for their time • What is the community partner getting from the partnership and how do we know that we are meeting their needs • Need to translate each others' world and have a space and platform to do so; to ensure understanding of concepts, knowledge • Get rid of jargon, assumptions • Emphasize that everyone has something to contribute and something to learn • Need to make sure a good match between organization's needs, expectations and capacity and university's ability to match personnel with the need • University-community partnerships require good public policy and leaders who understand public policy • Need to be honest with each other to be clear in what the benefit is for each and how to get to mutual reciprocity • Relationships are critical • Established relationships have to lead.
• Need a champion at specific sites • Information gathering as part of preparation, casting residents as key part of that prep • Blogs, local portraits and reports that allow those there to share the stories • Allow partners to define what issues are • Embedded program that answers to community first, rather than to University.
• Community 'teachers', rather than 'experts'.
• Posture of humility, cast ourselves in role of student • Value the time of those community 'experts' in the same way (pay them!) • Practice flexibility • Watching and learning a lot from colleagues • The process that is important-seems more sustainable • University needs to avoid recreating the power dynamics that exist in the university.
• Opportunities for students to understand on how to enter and exit community. The importance of training.
• Managing expectations from all stakeholders before the project starts.
• Helping community partners to increase their capacity while educating students and helping faculty do their work • Balance between partners and students, time and expectations.
• Sustainability overtime • Wanting to act on the research, not about publishing • One organization grows, the other does not, and it is challenging.
• Difficult to break down barriers -capacity was a challenge • Access is a large organization is hard to keep aware of all the moving parts • Key issues were procurement, access, fees for rentals. Three different definitions of community • Challenge was finding who to talk to and who could make a decision.
• Mindset on the part of the university, don't often think of community as people and having something to bring and share; the experts are only the people with the PhD • Students approach community as a blank slate on which *they* get to write; not realizing or even conceiving of the fact that they have knowledge, values, expertise, and history • We get educated away from the community you went to college to help Respect physical space by having "areas" focus -align w/priorities of small local geographic region Work with community entities to identify priorities/key problems As a multi-institutional group develop: shared standards and documentation best practice (evidence-based practice and practice informed by community) resources (to make work simpler and community partnership easier) Unified vision and goal Move from investment in building to investment in people (1)Economic development, without displacement You need to have both: grassroots AND top-down work (2)People who have a pretty sophisticated perception of what power and authority structures exist and what it means to engage in a more egalitarian and socially just way. Good news is that there are a lot of people participating here with self-awareness about these issues, and offers hope for the right leadership to be available. Don't want the demeanor of savior. Community coordinators who can bring together other organizations VP for Civil Engagement -really unique and important (has a budget, power, direct access to president, sets language and demeanor, overcomes decentralized nature of universities) Process that is important (over results) Broader equity leads to more opportunities.
Deterrents/Roadblocks:
-Infighting and territorial skirmishes between organizations -Bonds/millages for education that pass in Detroit are a blessing and a curse: voters approve of further funding but resource allocation can be ineffective because of professional abuses and bloated bureaucracy. -The University can be self serving due to savior complex. They often reinforce and replicate the power dynamics of the surrounding community, and do "good" out of historical guilt. -Detroit is not inclusive. It favors new residents and those with money and neglects the established and suffering communities. UM is large and decentralized, so it's hard to engage these more neglected communities. -Neighborhoods are changing quickly. -Dependent on volunteers to make concerted efforts.
Resource
-Women of Color Task Force in the Center for the Education of Women is working to change perceptions and programs. It maintains partnerships with the Mayor's Office of Detroit, Ford, foundations, the public sector, neighborhood block associations, street captains.
Need
-public over charter schools -Clear leadership and stronger engagement between education leaders (teachers, principals, superintendents) and the community -More representatives and unifiers of local schools -basic needs met before learning can begin -more than lip service -neighborhood allies and public oversight of public and charter schools -attention to racism and alienation -attention to Dewey principles→ service learning, community engaged scholarship -humility
Next
Step -rely on the advice and expertise of those with experience; do not create the wheel Questions -who are we building for? -how can development be used to level the playing field? -how can the University support CBOs, build long term movements, and become the hub of community coalitions? -how do we build a structure of benefits agreements? -how do we support the multiplicity of neighborhoods in Detroit in a strategic way? -how can we make it more inclusive? Unify/Ideas for Success: -Do things together, opportunity and access for all -Network in symposium; electronic forum -universities as funding source -Lead with the humanness of community work, not with money or research -universities could provide a science based measure of a project's impact -do a visual asset map of all the university engagement in Detroit (partner with Data Driven Detroit or Data Vis Class to accomplish this) -all parties clear on expectations and goals -collaborate with anchor institutions to impact and consider issues facing cities -empower residents and individuals -having a supervisor -avoid duplicating efforts, build relationships with ones that exist -Conference: a symbol of what's possible. Small talks=symbol of small networks being accountable -results driven -measure and pool talents -community members as teachers; co-teaching, collaboration -allow community members to define the needs, priorities, and interests for partnering -have the end in mind--not just the end of the research but the questions of why the research is important and what comes next with it. -North Carolina State as a model--have staffing in every county to bring together major municipal stakeholders for increased impact -use technology to enhance collaboration -open monthly lunch groups --just to talk -create buzz with book clubs -Interactive Panel with the Mayor of Detroit and community leaders -Symposium on the four pillars of Chicago: Safety, Education, Economic Opportunities, Human Services.
Deterrents/Roadblocks:
-history/legacy of distrust -competing issues -universities don't always recognize that the people in the community want/need a self-sufficient model -people enter communities with the savior mentality -who is equipped and prepared to speak for the general public? -community engagement feels exclusive and invite only -university bombarding community partners-may not want need or want to pursue the course of action the university is pushing
Resource
-Community members as teachers
Need -a coordinated and accessible repository of information on the community -information literacy among students, esp. on local, state, and national policy -acknowledging that racism continues in the metro area and affects university structures -more attention to internal issues: alienation, social justice, racism, etc. -create scaffolding of experience for students -move beyond 3 credit course model to offer deeper learning experience -coordinate and communicate to avoid duplicating existing efforts Questions -How do you reconcile needs at all levels? -How do you compensate everyone on the board for their knowledge and time? -How can we all get on the same page so that we can use the practices that have been proven to work? -during critical times: are universities silent, or did they take a stance? -does the university really have a commitment to social justice issues? Unify/Ideas for Success: -identify gaps and investment needs to ensure positive community-university partnerships -community-university partnerships require good public policy and leaders who understand public policy -alumni: can play important role in connecting university with community -established relationships have to lead in crisis -match student with community needs -to engage community long-term requires support from the highest level of the university -establish trust, demonstrate reliability -show that they are listeners, not just offerers -start with smaller projects, build towards bigger projects -let CBO's guide the direction of grants, not funders -find and establish deeper connections, not just at high level b/c those change with politics -bring benefactors of grant to the table to share their perspectives to brainstorm and set goals -identify assets and leverage expertise rather than create new efforts that don't align -host informal conversations to know who is doing what (avoids duplication) -importance of cultural difference; respecting cultural values of community members -solution: have grant dollars sit with non-profit/community organization→ mandatory collaboration connected to grant dollars -students going on community tours to meet parents, see where students and their families live, work, and shop--establishes relationships and communication is critical Deterrents/Roadblocks: -funding often flows down through university--makes it difficult for CBO to lead -longer term relationships are harder to amend -time constraints due to lack of funding and resources -efforts duplicated in nonprofit, for profit, and education spaces -students can be helpful, but operate on too short a time line -parents don't always understand that we have been trained in practices that have worked as opposed to what parents think will work--they are experts of their children, but not experts of teaching all children -CBO may not have the technical capacity to evaluate work. Solution: connect orgs with others besides university that have this capacity, that have a social justice focus and positioned to share skills.
Need:
-honest and clear about what is the benefit for each stakeholder and how to get mutual reciprocity -other students to pick up where previous students left off--that can be complex -need to share info with all parties -need daily relationships that show positive people with good jobs, but not celebrity driven jobs -community has expertise: needs to be explicitly stated and practiced when there are leadership opportunities, positions, etc.
-engage non-profit stakeholders to ask what is needed
Next
Step: -work to create boards to talk about this issue and come up with solutions
